
Features:

   HTML5 responsive Web design 

   Real-time data updates 

   Customizable screens and SQL back end  
  to meet firm business requirements 

   Full security at client/matter and  
  timekeeper levels 

   Ability to retrieve, reprint, and email bills 

   Personalized for all-day interest 

   Modern, lightweight UI concepts

   Management-level analysis with office,   
  department, and other data aggregations

   Over 500 data calculations across clients,  
  matters, billing attorneys, responsible  
  attorneys, and participating attorneys 

   Law firm specific features and roadmap 

Quickly and easily visualize key insights  
using Aderant Expert data

Law firms are growing increasingly reliant on analytics to support strategic 
and operational decisions. Attorneys and partners want direct access to 
data and analytics; they don’t want to have to ask IT or accounting to  
run reports.

For firms running Aderant Expert software, the LawDrill Inquiry & Analytics 
suite offers a solution. LawDrill provides attorneys with a means to quickly 
and easily visualize key insights in a concise summary fashion, unlike any 
other reporting or financial tool. The software was designed specifically 
for use by attorneys looking for a quick and reliable tool that most can use 
with little to no training. 

Spend less time and deploy fewer resources tracking client 
information and more time on billable activities 

LawDrill helps improve productivity by allowing attorneys to spend less 
time and fewer resources keeping track of critical client information and 
more time on billable activity. The software enables highly granular data 
inquiry with access dependent upon advanced security rules. It presents 
the specific information users need to see rather than requiring them to 
waste time fishing for it.

LawDrill Inquiry  
& Analytics 
Gain self-service access and insight into 
Aderant Expert data to inform the decision-
making process.

wilsonallen.com



Turn your data into insight  and your insight into profit.

To learn more, please visit us online at www.wilsonallen.com, call us at +1 484-422-0010, or email us at info@wilsonallen.com.

Access your financial data at any time and  
from anywhere with LawDrill 

The LawDrill suite is a web-based application providing 
attorneys around-the-clock access to firm practice area, client, 
matter, and timkeeper-level financial information from any 
device connected to the Internet. 

The design from its inception until today is by attorneys for 
attorneys. It was developed as an intuitive hyperlinked system 
that allows users to create on-the-spot, customized views. 
As such, it empowers users to get to the data that is needed 
quickly, easily, and consistently. It is the direct result of the 
desire for an easy-to-use financial inquiry system that supplies 
the exact information attorneys and other timekeepers look for 
on a daily basis. 

Where can LawDrill take you?

• Investment statistics (A/R and WIP) 

• Billings and collections 

• Credit balances 

• Variances, write-ups/downs, and write-offs 

• Worked hours and values 

• Realizations and effective rates 

• Trends and period-based analysis

• Financial alerts based on thresholds

• Access to client bills in PDF format

• Collections notes, payment promises, and tasks

Why Wilson Allen and LawDrill Analytics? 

Wilson Allen is synonymous with 
excellence in systems, projects, and 
business information solutions. We’re a 
leading provider of software and services 
that help law firms and professional 
services organizations improve business 
performance. 

LawDrill was built by BI experts who thrive 
on challenges and developing software 
solutions to resolve them. We have the 

experience and creative expertise to deliver 
the very best BI software available in the 
industry today. Our backgrounds cover all 
aspects of legal software, which has helped 
us build a robust analytics framework.

Our team of BI experts lives, eats, and 
breathes BI. We’re always learning to 
stay ahead of trends while balancing the 
requirements of our clients. Our goal is 
to surface all financial data and analytics 

Self-service access to reporting tools allows attorneys to 
quickly and easily visualize key insights about clients, matters, 
and groups that they manage or about themselves as working, 
billing, or responsible attorneys.

needed by decision-makers in the most 
efficient way possible. 

After 20+ years of working with the Aderant 
Expert framework, we have built a robust 
analytics engine accessible to the many 
different users in a law firm. We’re inspired 
by our clients’ needs to use our advanced 
BI framework to deliver personalized 
dashboards based on data from the 
Aderant Expert system.


